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Whether you enjoy tearing down the crease and tossing your best effort at the wickets in the hope of
taking that all important wicket, or can be found weaving in and out of the opposing team, hockey
stick in hand in the hope of scoring that winning goal for your side, then the collection of hockey
equipment and surridge-teamwear that Cicada Sports offers is sure to appeal to you.

Founded by former Warwickshire County Cricket Club professional and current ECB coach Phil
Oliver and business graduate Alex Williams, Cicada Sports is a dedicated online retailer with a vast
stock of hockey equipment, netball jerseys, and cricket pads, accessories, coaching aids and
gloves. Our selection of hockey equipment, and indeed all of the other sportswear and equipment, is
of the highest quality, and is sure to be offered at extremely competitive prices.

If youâ€™re looking for a retailer that offers you a selection of both male and female hockey equipment
team clothing then the collection of hockey equipment clothing that Cicada Sports offer is sure to
appeal to you. The hockey equipment Gamegear Womenâ€™s Team Polo is a fine example of the
comfortable hockey equipment that we can offer. With a price of just thirteen pounds, a choice of
whether or not you require these hockey polo shirts with or without a personal logo, and a choice of
four distinct colour schemes and sublime comfort itâ€™s not hard to see why these hockey polo shirts
are amongst our best-selling products.

Alternatively, if you need to source hockey equipment clothing for female athletes then the hockey
skirt that we can offer you provides the optimum in comfort and affordability, and with a choice of
colours and priced at just twelve pounds and fifty pence these hockey equipment skirts are as
affordable as they are comfortable.

If youâ€™d like to shop online from our range of sports equipment then you need only come and pay us
a visit online at:  www.cicadasports.co.uk.
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Mary Porter - About Author:
If you are a keen team player then you need only the very best a hockey equipment, on the market.
At cicadasports.co.uk we will furnish you with the most sought after, affordable a cricket
whites,Perfect!
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